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We are a perfect and need based Web
Solutions providing organization based in
Nagpur, a fastest developing city of Central
India offering high quality web designing,
development, hosting and online software
applications development. We strongly
believe what Steve Jobs said “Design is not
what it looks like and feels like. Design is
how it works.”

We focus on making a website as a
primary tool by offering specialized and
need based services and always aim at the
development of the business of our clients
rather than just creating web applications.
We proudly covers all most all the
activities in the business sector.

About Us

sales@rgvp.in
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Services

Website Development
We use a more dynamic approach incorporating programming
languages such as PHP to develop various website pages offering you a
tailor made CMS most suitable for your business / office requirement.

Web Application Development
We use best skills and our ability for making the web application to solve
your problems in day to day management giving you full comfort and
ease to satisfy your desired tasks in the path of overall development of
your organization.

Digital Marketing
Digital Marketing encompasses both Paid and Non paid marketing.
Pay-per-Click advertising is one of the paid options in Digital Marketing.
We provide both the options by engaging our employees to work for
branding and marketing of your products and services.

Graphics & Branding
We first get the ideas or expectations on the design, color, graphical
view or textual etc of logo from the client. 
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Search Engine Optimization
Search engine optimization helps your website rank higher in search
results for the specific keywords that you choose to target. Search
engines, such as Google, Bing and Yahoo, look at links, keywords
(including how many times they appear on a page), meta
descriptions, the strength of the domain and more to determine
which pages to rank and in which order for particular searches.

What does it include ?

Keyword Planning

This practice looks at optimizing individual pages to rank for a specific keyword in search engines.
Generally, this includes things like using the keyword at least four times within the content, plus using
it in the page name, the URL and the meta description.

Off-Page Optimization

Off page optimisation is defined as the technique which helps the website to improve its ranking on
the search engine results page. These factors functions outside the boundaries of the web
pages.These ranking factors are not directly controlled by the publisher.

On-Page Optimization

By researching and selecting the most appropriate target keywords, you create the opportunity to
rank well in search engines for that specific topic.High rankings in search engines drive traffic to your
website, and in turn, allow you to promote your products/ services online.

https://wiredimpact.com/blog/optimize-content-on-your-nonprofits-website/
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Social Media Marketing
Social media marketing is a powerful way for businesses of all sizes to
reach prospects and customers. People discover, learn about, follow, and
shop from brands on social media, so if you’re not on platforms like
Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn, you’re missing out! Great marketing
on social media can bring remarkable success to your business, creating
devoted brand advocates and even driving leads and sales.

What does it include ?
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Paid Campaigns - Social Media
Social media advertising is a type of digital marketing that utilizes social
networks such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram to deliver paid ads to your
target audience. Social media ads are a quick and effective way to connect
with your consumers and boost your marketing campaigns. 

Static image ads
Photos are commonly used in social media advertising because they allow you to show your products or
services in a visually appealing way. People tend to be drawn to visuals rather than text and will likely be
more drawn to photo ads. Photo ads can also include "Shop Now" buttons that take customers directly
to your website for easy checkout. When using photo ads as a part of your marketing strategy, ensure
that you post high-quality photos and keep ads consistent with your organic content.

Video ads
As with photo ads, video ads are best for visually appealing content. Many people only want to
watch short-form video ads, which means you have a small amount of time to keep people
interested in your videos. Platforms like Facebook and Instagram have options to create short
videos that people can view and interact with quickly while scrolling through their feeds.

Messenger ads
Messenger ads are Facebook ads placed in the Chats tab in Messenger rather than on users’ news feeds.
They are part of a 1:1 conversation a consumer has with a brand when communicating with them via
messenger. They can be used to start automated conversations with potential customers, directly
answer consumer questions, or link users to your website. 

https://www.sprinklr.com/cxm/digital-marketing/
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Paid Campaigns - Google Ads
Google Ads is a paid advertising platform that falls under a marketing channel known as pay-
per-click (PPC), where you (the advertiser) pay per click or impression (CPM) on an ad.
Google Ads is an effective way to drive qualified traffic, or good-fit customers, to your business
who’re searching for products and services like the ones you offer. With Google Ads, you can
boost your website traffic, receive more phone calls, and increase in-store visits.

Search Ad Campaigns

The benefit of search ads is that you’re displaying your ad in the place where most
searchers look for information first — on Google. And Google shows your ad in the
same format as other results (except for denoting it as an “Ad”), so users are
accustomed to seeing and clicking on results.

Display Ad Campaigns
Google has a network of websites in various industries and with an array of audiences
that opt in to display Google Ads, known as the Google Display Network. The benefit to
the website owner is that they’re paid per click or impression on the ads. The benefit
to advertisers is that they can get their content in front of audiences that are aligned
with their personas.

Video Ad Campaigns
YouTube is a search engine, too. So the right keywords will place you in front of a
video, disrupting the user’s behavior just enough to grab their attention.

https://ads.google.com/home/?__hstc=20629287.e44ea718a304d3b7ed8feddd9009774c.1646666364536.1652779960118.1652866725390.28&__hssc=20629287.1.1652866725390&__hsfp=2860654805
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/ppc
https://support.google.com/google-ads/answer/2404190?hl=en-GB&__hstc=20629287.e44ea718a304d3b7ed8feddd9009774c.1646666364536.1652779960118.1652866725390.28&__hssc=20629287.1.1652866725390&__hsfp=2860654805
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Paid Campaigns - Lead Generation
In a traditional lead generation conversion path, users are driven to a landing page where they fill out
a form. For instance, they might have first interacted with your information via an ad or post on
Facebook. Then, to input their information, they were required to leave Facebook altogether to go to
the landing page on your website.
This method can be great for finding high-quality leads since you’re attracting people that are willing
to go through the effort of abandoning what they’re doing to fill out a form to obtain your offer.

1.Native Functionality:

With Lead Ads, users can submit their information through an auto-filled form without ever leaving the

platform. You avoid disrupting the UX by keeping your lead on Meta's platforms instead of switching from

the platform to your website and back again.

2. Mobile Responsiveness:

Lead Ads are particularly beneficial for mobile. The app is already set up for mobile users, so you can rest

assured that your ads will be, too. That means that no matter which device your leads view your ads, they'll

be able to complete your form without any issues thanks to its responsive design.

3. Simple Data Collection:

Lead Ads are also beneficial for the advertiser because they capture potential customers’ information

without having to create a new landing page or conversion path. Everything you need to obtain a new lead

is in the platform, and that data can easily integrate with your CRM.

4. Highly-Targeted Segments:

Lead Ads allows for highly targeted segmentation, like interests, demographics, and more. This means that

the leads you acquire from your Ads are already highly qualified for your product or service.

https://ads.google.com/home/?__hstc=20629287.e44ea718a304d3b7ed8feddd9009774c.1646666364536.1652779960118.1652866725390.28&__hssc=20629287.1.1652866725390&__hsfp=2860654805
https://ads.google.com/home/?__hstc=20629287.e44ea718a304d3b7ed8feddd9009774c.1646666364536.1652779960118.1652866725390.28&__hssc=20629287.1.1652866725390&__hsfp=2860654805
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We Are Looking Forward To Work With You!

THANK YOU!


